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ABSTRACT
Account Receivables are one important thing of assets. The increase and decrease in account
receivables affects the company's operational cash flows directly. Therefore, internal control
is needed for every company. The existence of good and regular internal control in managing
receivables, the company leadership will obtain reports that are useful to increase the
effectiveness of the company.
This research was conducted at PT Voltech Pratama Semarang starting from October to
November 2018. The type of research used was descriptive type of research, the type of data
used was primary data and secondary data. This research is a research that uses a qualitative
descriptive approach, and the analysis technique that will be carried out is a comparative
descriptive analysis. Step analysis with data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion
drawing.
Based on the research that the researchers did, it can be concluded that the internal control of
the account receivable applied at PT Voltech Pratama Semarang has been running quite
effectively where the company management has applied the basic concepts and principles of
internal control. Seen from the receivable turn over (RTO), average collection period (ACP),
and aging account receivable (AAR), PT Voltech Pratama has improved its receivables
performance.
Keywords: Internal Control, Account Receivables, COSO, Receivable Turn Over, Average
Collection Period
INTRODUCTION
In today's modern era, globalization is not only influential in the field of technology, but
globalization is also experienced in the economic field. In Indonesia, the impact of
globalization on the economic field can be seen from the growing of many companies, both
small and large companies, as well as domestic and foreign companies. The objectives of
each companies are of course the same, namely to get the maximum benefit or profit.
One of the company's operating activities which becomes an important factor in business is
sales because sales are the source of income for the company. Sales can be done in cash or
credit. According to Widiasmara (2014), companies generally prefer cash sales rather than
credit, but competitive pressures have forced most companies to offer credit.
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The reason for a company to do credit sales is to increase sales volume in a certain period and
as a strategy to increase market share. With the credit sales, it will give rise to the name of
business receivable or trade receivables which are an important part of assets on the balance
sheet. The higher the credit sales made by the company, the higher the receivables that exist
in the company. Therefore the companies that make credit sales need a reliable internal
control system to minimize the risk of uncollectible receivables.
Internal control as a process carried out by the board of commissioners, management and
other personnel entities that are designed to provide adequate confidence in achieving the
following three categories of objectives: (a) reliability of financial report, (b) effectiveness
and efficiency of operations, and (c) compliance with applicable laws and regulations (IAPI,
2011) in Agoes (2016).
The need for internal control within the company is intended that receivables can be collected
as expected by the company. However, there is possibility that there are receivables that
cannot be collected, causing losses to the company. This loss in accounting is referred to as
uncollectible account expense, doubtful account expense, or bad debt expense (Pratama Dera
et al., 2016).
The existence of good and regular internal control in managing receivables, the company
leaders will obtain useful reports to improve the effectiveness of the company, also assist in
deciding policy and accountability in leading the company. Internal control of sales is
expected to create effective control activities for the company.
Formulation of the Problem
1. What is the implementation of the internal control system for business receivables at PT
Voltech Pratama?
2. What is the evaluation result of uncollectible receivables using the receivable turn over,
the average collection period, and the aging of account receivable approaches at PT
Voltech Pratama?
LITERATURE REVIEW
Receivable
Business receivable is one of the accounts that is used as a benchmark in the company's
income statement, including very important and useful for every company engaged in
services. Business receivables are able to produce a report on the profits earned by each
company, both as current receivable and non-current receivable (Gunawan et al., 2017).
According to Farah Margaretha (2011) in Widiasmara (2014), "Receivables are assets or
wealth that arise as the result of carrying out credit sales". From some of the above meanings,
it can be concluded that receivables are the rights or claims of the company to the client or
customer for the sale of goods or services in credit.
The Classification of Receivable
The classification of receivable is done to facilitate the recording of transactions that affects
it. According to Rudianto (2012) in Widiasmara (2014) based on the type and origin of the
receivable in the company, receivable can be classified into two groups, namely:
a. Business receivable
b. Non-business receivable
The Recognition of Receivable
The recognition of business receivable occurs if the company sells products in credit or
provides services but no payment has been made to the company. The term recognition itself
means "the process of forming a post that meets the definition of elements and criteria for
recognition in the balance sheet or income statement" (Indonesian Accounting Association,
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2004) in Widiasmara (2014). Recognition of business receivable is often related to revenue
recognition. Because revenue recognition is generally recorded when the process of
generating profits has been completed and cash is realized or can be realized, then receivables
coming from the sale of goods are generally recognized when the ownership rights to the
goods are transferred to the buyer.
The Loss of Uncollectible Receivable
Kieso et al. (2012) in Pratama Dera et al. (2016) state that uncollectible business receivables
are income losses that require, through proper journal entries in accounts, decreases in
receivable assets and decreases related to profit and shareholder equity. Income losses and
decrease in profits are recognized by recording the doubtful receivable expense (or
uncollectible receivables). The expense of uncollectible receivable is a cost for sellers who
give credit.
The Removal of Receivable
Baridwan (2004) in Singal and Victorina (2015), the method of receivable removal is a
business receivable that is impossible to collect, such as the debtor is bankrupt, dies, etc. must
be written off so that it will be a cost to the company. To record the removal of business
receivable can be done by using two methods, namely:
a. Direct Method of Removal (Direct Method)
b. Backup Method (Allowance Method)
The Internal Control
Internal control is defined as a process, which is influenced by human resources and
information technology systems, which are designed to help organizations achieve a certain
goal or objective (Widiasmara, 2014).
The Internal Control on Business Receivable
In Widiasmara's research (2014) Internal control on business receivable is as a preventive
measure for the safety of business receivable from the possibility of uncollectible receivable,
late collection and misuse of receivable by the employees. Judging from the way of the
preventive management approach, there are three common control areas at which point
actions can be taken to realize control of receivable. The three areas are:
1. Provision of trade credit
2. Collections
3. Determination and implementation of appropriate internal control.
The Elements of Internal Control
According to Mulyadi (2001), there are four main elements that must be met to create a
satisfactory Internal Control system within the company, as follows:
1) Organizational structure is a framework for functional assignment to organizational units
formed to carry out the main activities of the company. The organization of each company
is different, depending on the type of the company.
2) The authority system and recording procedures that provide sufficient protection against
wealth, debt, income and costs. In organizations, each transaction only occurs on the basis
of authorization from those who have the authority to approve the transaction. Therefore
in the organization a system that regulates the distribution of authority for the
authorization of each transaction execution must be established.
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3) Healthy practice in carrying out the duties and functions of each part of the organization. A
good organizational structure, adequate system of authority and recording procedures,
must be supported by sound practices so that the implementation it can run well.
4) Employees whose quality are in accordance with their responsibilities.
5) Additional Supervision
The Internal Control Elements
According to Sanyoto (2009) the internal control elements of the COSO (Committee of
Sponsoring Organization) model include the following:
1) Control Environment
2) Risk Assessment
3) Control Activities
4) Information and communication
5) Monitoring
The Characteristics of Strong Internal Control
Amin Widjaja Tunggal (2013) describes the characteristics of strong internal control are:
1) Competent and honest employees, including mastering accounting, tax regulations and
capital market regulation standards.
2) Transactions are authorized by authorized officials (valid transactions).
3) Transactions are properly recorded (the amount, estimation and accounting treatment).
4) Separation of duties that take the initiative to arise a transaction that records and saves.
5) Access to assets and company records in accordance with the functions and duties of those
who record and save.
6) Periodical comparisons between balances according to books with physical amounts.
The above characteristics must meet 3 effective control criteria, namely:
1) Preventive Control
2) Detective Control
3) Corrective Control
The Objectives and Benefits of Control of business Receivable in Minimizing the Risk of
Uncollectible Receivable
The control of receivable is intended as an action to save business receivable from the risk of
uncollectible receivable, late collection, and employees who abuse the receivable. In addition,
the existence of receivable actually has the purpose of increasing the sales volume of the
company, with the increase in sales the company will get benefit. However, the risk of
uncollectible receivables can be detrimental to the company, for which the need for internal
control to evaluate the company in order to make improvements for the future. According to
Mulyadi (2001) the objectives of the internal control system are:
1) Maintainung the organizational wealth
2) Checking the accuracy and reliability of accounting data
3) Encouraging efficiency
4) Encouraging the compliance of management policies.

The Analysis of Receivable Period
The ratio describes a relationship or balance between a certain amount and the number of
others by using an analysis tool in the form of this ratio, which can explain or give an
overview to the analyst about the good or bad situation or financial position. The financial
ratio to assess the investment in receivable is as follows:
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The Receivable Turnover Ratio
According to Darsono (2006) Receivable as an element of working capital is in a spinning
condition, namely from cash, commodity processes, sales, receivable, back to cash. The faster
the receivable turnover, the better the financial condition of the company. Receivable
turnover can be presented by the calculation: net sales in credit divided by the average of
receivable. Calculating Receivable Turnover (Widiasmara, 2014) where, to calculate the
average receivable is:
Net Credit Sales
Average of receivable = ___________________________________ (1)
Average of receivable
First Balance of Receivable + Last Balance of Receivanle
Average of receivable = _________________________________________________ (2)
2
The Average Collection Period
The high and low receivable turnover has direct effect on the size of the capital invested in
the receivables. The higher the turnover, the faster the turnover, which means the shorter the
bounded time of capital in receivable. So to maintain a certain net credit sales with the
increasing turnover, the smaller amount of capital invested in the receivables is needed.
Calculating the average receivable period (Average Collection Period) (Widiasmara, 2014) is
as follows:
360 days
Average Collection Period = _____________________
receivable turnover

(3)

The Aging of Account Receivable (AAR)
According to Widiasmara (2014) Aging of Account Receivable is a credit monitoring
technique that uses a schedule that shows the percentage of the total remaining account
receivables that have not been paid for a certain period of time. The purpose of this technique
is to know the problem correctly. For example, a company has net 30 with ACP (minus
receipt, processing and disbursement) 50 days, meaning that the company's ACP is too old.
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The Research Flow
This research has the following research flow:
PT VOLTECH PRATAMA
BUSINESS RECEIVABLE

Internal Control Using COSO Model:
1. Control Environment
2. Risk Assessment
3. Vontrol Activities
4. Information and Communication
5. Monitoring

Analysis Tools:
1. Receivable Turnover (RTO)
2. Average Collection Period (ACP)
3. Aging of Account Receivable

ANALYSIS RESULTS
RESEARCH METHOD
This research was conducted by using descriptive research. While the research approach used
qualitative approach. This research is intended to evaluate internal control over the business
receivable applied by the company where the research is conducted. The internal control
investigated is related to the control environment, risk assessment, control activities,
information and communication, as well as monitoring. Therefore, the research used is a
qualitative approach where the data used are not only in the form of digits but also involves
qualitative data from observations and interviews. From this study it can be seen whether
internal control to minimize the risk of uncollectible receivable has been running effectively
or not.
The types of data used in this study are primary and secondary data. The primary data used in
this study were obtained from the results of interview and observation at PT Voltech Pratama.
This study uses secondary data in the form of data that have been compiled by the company,
namely the company's development history, job description, and organizational structure. In
addition, the secondary data compiled in this study are also in the form of reports on business
receivable, uncollectible receivable, and credit sales for the last three years, namely 20152017.
In conducting research at PT Voltech Pratama, the complete and accurate data are needed to
provide good and useful information. For that reason the researchers tried to collect data by
conducting interview and observation.
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The steps in this analysis are:
1. Collecting data both in the form of documents and from the results of observations and
interviews about the implementation of internal control on receivable.
2. The results of the observation and interview are documented in the form of structured
writing before analysis has been done.
3. Analyzing the application of accounting information system elements to the object to be
examined, namely:
a. Analyzing the organizational structure and the division of job descriptions in each
sections.
b. Analyzing internal control on receivables.
c. Analyzing financial statements.
4. Providing suggestions for changes to internal control on receivables that still contain
weaknesses.
5. Drawing conclusion and suggestion from data processing and comparison that have been
conducted.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The Internal Control of the COSO Model at PT Voletch Pratama
The Control Environment
The Control Environment at PT Voltech Pratama is good enough. Every rules that has been
made by the management is carried out by the employees and the employees know their
respective duties and responsibilities. There has been separation function between the
functions of the financial department, the AR department, with the bookkeeping department.
However, in the sales department there is one who has double task that are collecting
customer receivables that is not in accordance with the existing job desc, the doubling task is
caused by a weak customer who does not want to make a payment vua transfer.
The Risk Assessment
The risk assessment at PT Voltech Pratama regarding receivables has been implemented well
with the analysis of lending carried out by PT Voltech Pratama, which is not directly
providing payment tempo for the customers, but it is monitored in advance by making cash
purchases for customers then continued with the field survey stage done by sales. Moreover
there is a credit limit and a customer credit list, with the credit limit for customers and followup if the receivables are difficult to collect. Although the company does not set aside for
uncollectible receivable because during the operation the receivable can always be collected.
The impact of the existence of uncollectible receivable will directly affect the company's
operational activities at the cash flow.
The Control Activities
Control activities at PT Voltech Pratama runs well both from the recording of receivable and
the collection of receivable by using receivable reconciliation.
The Information and Communication
Information and communication at PT Voltech Pratama company is also good because of rge
existence of communication between the superiors and subordinates to inform various
company activities. For the operations, it has also used a computer system to make it more
effective.
The Monitoring
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Monitoring at PT Voltech Pratama is quite good, seen from the evaluations carried out by the
company, including being more selective in choosing customers, finding out what makes the
receivables difficult to be collected, and applying lock system or locking the applicable
system for customers who want a return order but the receivables are already due and have
not been paid off.
The Evaluation of Uncollectible Receivables using the Receivable Turnover (RTO),
Average Collection Period (ACP), and Aging of Account Receivable Approaches
The Receivable Turnover (RTO)
The receivables owned by a company have close relationship with credit sales volume.
Calculating Receivable Turnover Ratio:
Net Credit Sales
Receivable Turnover = ________________________________ (1)
The Average of Receivable
Early Balance of Receivable + Last Balance of Receivable
The Average of Receivable = ______________________________________________ (2)
2
The results of the receivable turnover are as follows:
a. 2015
3.489.273.082
Receivable Turnover = ____________________________ = 5,57
626.899.020
b. 2016
427.470.887
Receivable Turnover = ____________________________ = 1,28
334.716.794
c. 2017
2.297.684.607
Receivable Turnover = ____________________________ = 5,22
440.144.996
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The above RTO results can be seen through the following table:
Table 1
The Calculation Result of Receivable Turnover (RTO)
Net Credit Sales
The Average of
RTO
Changes in
Year
(Rp)
Receivable (Rp)
(Times)
RTO
2015
3.489.273.082
626.899.020
5,57
2016
427.470.887
334.716.794
1,28
(4,29)
2017
2.297.684.607
440.144.996
5,22
3,94
Source: PT Voltech Pratama, 2018
The table above proves that the company is trying to improve its receivable
performance by increasing its credit sales and reducing to a minimum the amount of
receivables that have been due date, because basically the higher the level of the receivable
turnover, the better the management of receivables, moreover the high receivable turnover
means the shorter the time of the capital is bound in the receivables.
The Average Collection Period (ACP)
This ratio serves to find out the average days needed to collect receivables and convert them
into cash.
Calculating the Average Collection Period
360 Days
Average Collection Period = ________________________ (3)
Receivable Turnover
The calculation results of the ACP are as follows:
a. 2015
360
ACP = ______________ = 65
5,57
b. In 2016
360
ACP = ______________ = 282
1,28

c. In 2017
360
ACP = ______________ = 69
5,22
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The ACP Calculation results above can be seen in the following table:
Table 2
The Calculation Results of Average Collection Period - ACP
Year
RTO (Times)
ACP (Days)
Changes in
ACP
2015
5,57
65
2016
1,28
282
217
2017
5,22
69
(213)
Source : PT Voltech Pratama Data, 2018
From the results of the table above, the level of the Average Collection (ACP) of the
company is very much influenced by the level of the Receivable Turnover (RTO) of the year
concerned. The greater the level of the company's RTO, the better the ACP value. The best
Average Collection Rate (ACP) of the company is in 2015, which is 65 days, where the
receivable turnover rate is also high. As for the lowest ACP level of the company is in 2016,
where the ACP level reaches 282 days, with a low receivable turnover rate of 1.28 times.
The Aging of Account Receivable (AAR)
Table 3
The Calculation Results of Aging of Account Receivable - AAR
* in Percentage
Bucket
2015
2016
2017
0-30
0,00
96,47
24,04
31-60
0,00
0,00
63,13
61-90
0,00
0,00
9,40
>90
100,00
3,53
3,44
Source : PT Voltech Pratama Data, 2018
The Aging of Account Receivable table above shows that the Aging of Account Receivable
ratio has improved aging from year to year. This shows that the billing system carried out by
PT Voltech Pratama has improved from year to year. It also shows that the internal control
carried out by PT Voltech Pratama shows good progress from year to year.
CONCLUSION
Based on the results of the discussion on internal control of receivables to minimize the risk
of uncollectible receivables at PT Voltech Pratama, the internal control system at PT Voltech
Pratama has been quite effective seen from the control environment, the risk assessment, the
control activities, the information and communication, and the monitoring. While in terms of
improving the performance of receivables, it can be seen from the application of Receivable
Turnover (RTO), Average Collection Period (ACP) and Aging of Account Receivable (AAR),
which shows that the billing system carried out by PT Voltech Pratama has improved from
year to year. It also shows that the internal control carried out by PT Voltech Pratama shows
good progress from year to year.
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SUGGESTIONS
The researchers hope that the next study can discuss the same theme but conduct the research
with different method, for example with quantitative method, or can still use the case studies
but the discussion is more extensive.
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